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Introduction
In 2022, Refugee Week was held from 19 - 25 June 2022. Due to the ongoing impact of the
coronavirus pandemic, Refugee Week was a hybrid celebration with both in-person and online
events. Each year we are blown away by the creativity of communities, schools, local councils,
businesses, organisations, and individuals across Australia and how they celebrate and welcome
refugees.
What began as a small local event in the 1980's has grown into a global celebration with more
countries joining the Refugee Week movement and linking people across state and national
borders.
Through the generous support of our sponsors, refugee communities, and supporters we were
able to coordinate the largest Refugee Week to date! Thank you for your ongoing support and
commitment to welcoming refugees.
This report provides an internal evaluation of 2022 Refugee Week activities coordinated by the
Refugee Council of Australia. It is based on information submitted to the Refugee Week online
events calendar, analysis of digital tools (website, social media, Canva), feedback from event
organisers (via a written and phone administered survey, and feedback during a meeting of the
Refugee Welcome Zone Leadership Group), media coverage and debrief with RCOA staff and
ambassadors.
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Refugee Week: How The Dream of a Global Celebration Was Realised
Refugee Week is Australia’s peak annual activity to promote greater awareness of refugees, the
issues they face and the contributions refugees are making to the Australian community – but it
all began in the 1980s with a small local event and a grand dream of a global celebration.
The idea of celebrating Refugee Week was first proposed by the founding president of the
Refugee Council of Australia (RCOA), Major-General Paul Cullen, at a meeting of RCOA members
in Sydney in February 1983. Major-General Cullen was also the founding president of Austcare
(Australians Care for Refugees), an organisation established in 1967 to raise funds for international
projects to support refugees.
The first celebration of Refugee Week was a street procession and picnic lunch held in Sydney
on Sunday 9 November 1986. Organised by Austcare with the support of a small grant from the
International Year of Peace Committee, the procession from Belmore Park to Sydney Domain
involved around 200 people including representatives of Afghan, Eritrean, South African,
Vietnamese, Chilean, El Salvadorean and other refugee communities.
In 1987, Austcare and RCOA worked together to organise a series of Refugee Week events from
8-14 November 1987 in Sydney and Canberra – a forum on international refugee issues, a concert
in Sydney’s Martin Place hosted by television presenter George Negus, a 20th celebration dinner
for Austcare and an address at the Canberra Club by UNHCR’s regional representative Iqbal
Alimohamed.
The first national celebration of Refugee Week took place from 18-24 September 1988, focusing
on the theme “12 million lives on hold”. Organised by Austcare, RCOA and UNHCR with the
support of national and state committees, the week was launched at the Australian Pavilion at
Expo ’88 in Brisbane and evens included receptions in most states, two concerts and a RCOA
Refugee Forum in Sydney, an inter-faith service in Melbourne, nationally televised discussions
and documentaries, radio interviews and a Press Club Luncheon in Canberra with lawyer
Geoffrey Robertson as guest speaker.
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Major-General Cullen’s vision for Refugee Week was always that it become a global celebration.
Having won the Nansen Medal, UNHCR’s most prestigious global award, in 1981, Major-General
Cullen was well-known and respected by UNHCR’s international leadership and he used these
connections to promote this idea. RCOA’s executive director Luke Hardy backed this up by
lobbying for an international refugee day or week at UNHCR’s 1988 annual global consultations
with NGOs. However, the proposal was not taken up by UNHCR – at least not for some time.
In 1989, Refugee Week in Australia shifted to June, aligning it with the only other similar
international celebration, Africa Refugee Day, held on 20 June. The Organisation of African Unity
(OAU) organised the first Africa Refugee Day on 20 June 1975, to mark the first anniversary of the
OAU Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa coming into
force.
Australia’s celebration of Refugee Week grew in prominence each year, with Austcare taking the
lead, supported by RCOA and Refugee Week committees in different states. In 1997, Austcare
took the decision to move Refugee Week to October, as local committees expressed their wish to
hold outside events in warmer weather.
Major-General Cullen’s dream of a global annual celebration of the contribution of refugees was
achieved in 2001 when UNHCR coordinated the first World Refugee Day, holding it on 20 June to
align with Africa Refugee Day.
In 2004, Austcare decided to withdraw from Refugee Week, reflecting the agency’s shift from
focusing on refugees to a wider humanitarian mandate. RCOA stepped in to take on the
coordination role, to keep the momentum of Refugee Week going.
Noting that it was far from ideal for Australia to continue to celebrate Refugee Week in October
four months after World Refugee Day, RCOA negotiated with the organisations around Australia
which were involved in Refugee Week to align the national celebration with the global event.
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In 2007, Refugee Week shifted back to June, to the same week (Sunday to Saturday) which
includes World Refugee Day, 20 June. For RCOA, this was the full achievement of the goal
outlined by our founding president in 1983 – a simultaneous national and global week of activities
to draw attention to the needs and aspirations of refugees and to celebrate refugees’
contributions to the communities in which they live.
Since then, Refugee Week has grown into a week in which hundreds of organisations – small and
large, from local groups of volunteers to large statutory organisations, people of refugee
background and allies from across the community, local councils, schools, students, faith-based
organisations and business – can celebrate the week in the way they believe is most meaningful.
In recent years, events have included celebrations of music and the arts, public talks and
seminars on refugee issues, sporting events, rallies, and much more.
The COVID-19 pandemic forced the 2020 celebration of Refugee Week to become a fully virtual
celebration but created new possibilities for national and international participation in online
events. As social distancing restrictions have eased, Refugee Week has returned to in-person
events but virtual events remain an important part of the calendar. The modern celebration of
Refugee Week blends the traditional, local events which bring people together in person to meet,
eat and celebrate and online events which link people across state and national borders.
The aims of Refugee Week are:
to educate the Australian public about who refugees are and why they have come to
Australia;
to help people understand the many challenges refugees face coming to Australia;
to celebrate the contribution refugees make to our community;
to focus on how the community can provide a safe and welcoming environment for refugees;
for community groups and individuals to do something positive for refugees, people seeking
asylum and displaced people, within Australia but also around the world; and
for service providers to reflect on whether they are providing the best possible services to
refugees.
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RCOA coordinates national Refugee Week celebrations each year, as part of our role as the
national umbrella body for refugees, people seeking asylum, and those who support them. This
coordination role aligns with goals identified in RCOA's 2022-2024 Strategic Plan which aims to
increase public awareness and support for refugees (Focus Area 3).
Refugee Week is a unique opportunity for us all to experience and celebrate the rich diversity of
refugee communities through theatre, music, dance, film, and other events which take place all
over Australia and highlight the aims of the Week, as outlined above. Refugee Week is an
umbrella participatory festival that allows a wide range of refugee community organisations,
voluntary and statutory organisations, local councils, schools, student groups, and faith-based
organisations to host events during the week.
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Refugee Week is a Global Movement
Refugee Week is growing as a global movement and more countries have taken part in the
celebrations. In addition to Australia, the UK, and Ireland, this year Greece, Malta, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, and Germany have joined in organising their own festivities in celebration of refugees and
people seeking asylum and their contributions to their respective societies. The initiatives ranged
from the arts like music, film, art exhibitions, poetry, photography competitions, dance forums and
workshops highlighting refugee issues. Others also included the opportunity to connect and
network among communities. You can read more here: What’s On: Around the World
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2022 Refugee Week Theme: Healing
We collaborated with Refugee Week UK organisers Counterpoint Arts to devise a global theme
for Refugee Week 2022. The theme of ‘healing’ reflected the global impact of the pandemic and
the opportunity it provides to see our connectedness and for communities the world over to
learn from the experience and move forward together. The long-term aim is to stay aligned where
possible on a Refugee Week theme - particularly given the growing number of participating
countries as initiated by Australia and the UK.
The importance of human connections has been underscored by the pandemic and such lessons
can help us in so many ways. Mainstream and refugee communities alike can draw upon shared
hardship to heal wounds, learn from each other, and move forward.
In 2022, we encouraged organisations and individuals to utilise our website for Refugee Week
resources and events that would facilitate this healing and subsequent rejuvenation. Let us make
2022 much more than just a footnote in the pandemic years, let us heal together and emerge a
more fulfilled and connected society.
Watch a welcome message from Jasmina Bajraktarevic-Hayward, President of the Refugee
Council of Australia.
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We offered a range of resources to support event organisers to plan and host their celebrations.
These resources are located on the Refugee Week website and are updated annually. They
include:
Refugee Week logo
Refugee Week Poster with the theme for 2022. Digital and hard copy versions were
available.
Canva Templates for use on social media and to support events
Online Calendar of events during Refugee Week
Refugee Myths & Facts Factsheet is a 2-page document that provides information about
who a refugee is, how they come to Australia, the number of refugees in the world, and
responses to common myths.
Teachers Resource Kit which provides information on how schools can get involved
Resource Kit which provides background information about Refugee Week and how to get
involved
Films list
Books written by refugees and/or about the refugee journey
Share a Meal, Share a Story Cookbook with recipes from Australia's refugee communities.
With each dish comes a special story – the story of what that dish evokes for that person.
Cook these dishes for your family and friends and share the story of the person who has
provided them for you.
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) about the refugee experience
Guide to working ethically with refugees and people seeking asylum
Event planning guide
Guide to getting publicity and media coverage
Educational Webinars
Podcasts
Educational Videos
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Meet the Refugee Week Photographer Damon AMB

RCOA is committed to supporting the voice of people with lived refugee experiences. This year we
engaged Damon AMB who has been seeking asylum in Australia since 2013 to take the photos used
in the Refugee Week resources. The photos include a mix of refugees and non-refugees and were
taken in Sydney, NSW.
Learn more about Damon here.

Canva Partnership
Our partnership with Canva, the widely popular online design tool resulted in the creation of a
range of fantastic editable resources for organisations and individuals to use in the lead-up to and
during Refugee Week. In the messaging, Canva has focused on the overwhelming support
Australians show for refugees and people seeking asylum. Healing can only begin when we publicly
support refugees and let them know they’re welcome in our communities.
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"I'm happy you're safe,
I'm happy you're free
I'm happy you're here"
The campaign was developed with aim to hand the mic to people's whose lives have been
enriched by a refugee. The campaign provided an opportunity for people to show their support for
refugees and let them know they are absolutely welcome in their community. Only, then can healing
begin.
Speaking about their involvement, Robyn King, Head of Canva Foundation, said, "One of Canva's
core values is to 'be a force for good'. We want to use our voice, reach and resources to make the
world a better place and hope our involvement will inspire others to make a difference".
The Canva resources included the following editable templates and messages to share with friends,
family, or colleagues.
2 posters
2 post cards
5 social media posts (for use on Facebook, Instagram)
1 Twitter posts
2 Twitter header
1 video template
2 zoom backgrounds
1 sticker

1 LinkedIn banner
1 infographic
1 letterhead
1 presentation template
2 invitation templates
2 certificate templates
1 animated email signature
1 email header

The Refugee Week templates were used on over 5290 designs and were exported over 2900 times.
The top 5 templates used were the infographic, social media posts, postcard, poster, and email
header.
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Social Media
Social media played a key role in spreading the messaging of Refugee Week.
This year we encouraged the use of Canva templates to share posts and using the hashtag
#RefugeeWeekAu across social media platforms.

2,954
ENGAGEMENTS ON
FACEBOOK

16,957

6,007
IMPRESSIONS ON
INSTAGRAM

IMPRESSIONS ON TWITTER

56,602
IMPRESSIONS ON
FACEBOOK

6,258

3,409

REACH ON INSTAGRAM

IMPRESSIONS ON
LINKEDIN

Website
The Refugee Week (refugeeweek.org.au) website continued to be the central point for
information sharing and supporting our networks with 18,266 landing page views during the
month of June.

Refugee Week Newsletter
A dedicated Refugee Week newsletter was sent to RCOA members and supporters. The
newsletter included information about the Refugee Week theme, Canva resources, and
sponsors. It encouraged the registration of events on the Refugee Week website, information
about the Refugee Week Ambassadors, and how to book them online. This newsletter reached
33,487 people with a 24.29% open rate.
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Here are some social media posts we have seen in celebration of Refugee
Week.
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Here are some social media posts we have seen in celebration of Refugee
Week.
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National Ambassador Program
The national Refugee Ambassador Program was launched during Refugee Week. Fifteen (15)
speakers of refugee-background from across Australia were trained in storytelling as a tool for
community healing and advocacy. Our Ambassadors have made incredible journeys from South
Sudan, Eritrea, Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Myanmar, Iran, and Lebanon. They now share their stories
across Australian states.
The requests for speakers during Refugee Week increased significantly this year. As a result, we
partnered with 26 local councils, government departments, community organisations, universities,
and schools to organise Refugee Week events where our ambassadors educated the public on
the refugee journey and ways in which we can support refugees. Ambassadors are available
through out the year and are part of RCOA's Face-to-Face Program. The increased demand,
demonstrates increased engagement and interest in learning more about the stories of refugees.
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Thousands came together across the country to celebrate and welcome refugees and people
seeking asylum. It was a special week for many reasons, including the opportunity for people to
reconnect at events in every state and territory after two years of meeting virtually, to talk,
educate and be educated, and in some cases dance and cheer.
These events included in-person and virtual forums and discussions, webinars, film screenings, art
exhibits, various community activities and networking events, and many more. There were 150
events registered on the Refugee Week website, but we know there were more celebrations held
across the country including internal events not open to the public such as schools and work
places.

Refugee Alternatives Webinar
To kick start Refugee Week celebrations, RCOA hosted the 'The Strength Within: How
Community-led Organisations in Australia are Key to Refugee Protection and Integration' webinar
on 9 June 2022. The webinar explored the role of community-led organisations in responding to
the ever-changing challenges, hopes, and aspirations of refugee communities. Speakers from
three community-led organisations provided practical examples of their work. The new format
enabled national and international participation with over 70% of participants indicating the
webinar content would influence their advocacy work or service delivery. Watch a recording of
the webinar here.
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Here are some of the events that took place:
STARTTS NSW Humanitarian Awards
Every year the Service for the Treatment and Rehabilitation of Torture and Trauma Survivors
(STARTTS) hosts the New South Wales (NSW) Humanitarian Awards to acknowledge and thank
those people who have made an exceptional positive contribution towards refugee issues in
NSW. Individuals and organisations in various fields who are doing outstanding work to support
refugees are eligible for the Awards. The award ceremony was held on 5 July 2022 and
presented officially by Patron of STARTTS, Her Excellency the Honourable Margaret Beazley AC
QC, Governor of New South Wales, in an official ceremony at Government House, Sydney.
The Refugee Council of Australia is a proud partner of the Awards. The 2022 winners are:
Mr Bilal Waheed
Executive Director, Massoud Foundation Australia
Refugee Community Worker
A former refugee working on refugee issues with their own or other refugee communities, in
either a paid or unpaid position.
Blue Peony Foundation
Refugee Supporter
A member or organisation in the broader Australian community, of any background, supporting
and assisting refugees in any capacity, in either a paid or unpaid capacity.
Afghanistan Crisis Response Clinic
Refugee Advice and Casework Service (RACS)
Best Project
An outstanding project working with or assisting refugees. The project can be run by an
individual group or organisation and can either be ongoing or completed during the last year.
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Jesuit Refugee Services (JRS) and Western Sydney Local Health District (WSLHD)
Highly Commended
Ms Nargis Karimi
Youth
A young person aged 12-25 of refugee background making an outstanding contribution to
Australian society in their chosen field
Ms Maryam Popal Zahid,
Founder, Afghan Women on the Move
Social Media
An award for the use of social media in the promotion of the interests of refugees
Ms Kylie Adams,
Holroyd High School
Education
Schools, universities and other educational institutions, or individuals working at such
institutions, who assist former refugees by breaking down barriers to education.
Armidale Sanctuary Settlement Support
Rural and Regional
Organisations or individuals working in regional areas of NSW to assist refugees
Tibetan Unity Cup
Sport
Awarded to an organization or individual for outstanding efforts in promoting sporting
endeavours among people from refugee backgrounds
Mr Ernie Friedlander OAM
Lifetime Achievement Award
Awarded to an individual demonstrating extraordinary commitment to supporting refugees over
their lifetime
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STARTTS NSW Humanitarian Awards

Award recipients at this year’s ceremony, taken by Craig Greenhill, Salty Dingo.
Thanks to Government House for the photo.
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Multicultural Australia Refugee Week Event

Settlement Services International (SSI) Refugee Week Event
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UNHCR World Refugee Day

Mount Druitt Ethnic Communities Agency (MECA) Refugee Week Events
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This year we have seen a general sense of understanding about Refugee Week and its
messaging in the media. Exposure to the TV program ‘Gardening Australia’ gave the
opportunity to reach new audiences with refugee issues and stories. Our Deputy CEO,
Adama Kamara, was also interviewed by SBS TV to discuss the key policy priorities of
RCOA.

SBS Article

SBS Sinhala:
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SBS Podcast

SBS Kurdish:
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Watch the episode shown on ABC's Gardening Australia and Simon Shahin's ABC
Australia coverage for Refugee Week.

My Garden Path - Hsar Ju

Simon Shahin

Several digital media platforms such as SBS, ABC News, Voice of America, The Guardian,
and Sydney Morning Herald have published stories and articles highlighting the
experiences and challenges of refugees and people seeking asylum in Australia.
A number of organisations have also expressed their support and celebration of Refugee
Week through their newsletters, media releases, and other digital publishing platforms.
You can read some Refugee Week mentions here:
Anti-Discrimation NSW: Equal Time June Newsletter
Catholic Outlook: A time for healing, hope and action amidst unprecedented need
St George and Sutherland Shire Leader: Bayside supports Refugee Week 2022
Pittwater Online News: Personal Stories Of Asylum-Seekers, Migrants And Refugees
Shared At MAG&M
Parra News: Important talk highlights Refugee Week
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SBS Food featured some recipes from refugees and highlighted their story
In 2022, we were back harnessing the incredible power of food as a means to share stories of the
refugee experience with our Refugee Week 2022 partner SBS Food. Recipes from Chile, Sudan
and Iraq from our 2022 ambassadors were shared on the online platform.

Abang Anade Othow's
Sudanese lentil soup (Addas)

Guillermo Martin Sepulveda's
South American corn humitas

Oliver Slewa's
Iraqi spinach stew with rice and chickpeas
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It is always our priority to continuously improve Refugee Week and in our role as national
coordinator for the event. Each year, we evaluate and reassess key areas and priorities by seeking
insights from stakeholders who celebrate Refugee Week. This year we primarily sought feedback
through staff debriefs and a general survey of volunteers, event organisers, members, and
sponsors. Based on the collated information, we have identified the following key
recommendations to strengthen our coordination of future Refugee Week celebrations.

Early planning and preparation
To coordinate and prepare for 2023 Refugee Week more efficiently, we aim to begin the planning
process earlier. Key activities including project planning, theme launch, ambassador recruitment
and training, and establishing media partnerships will be set with earlier timeframes.

Strengthen and expand partnerships
Our partners and sponsors are vital in amplifying the message of Refugee Week. We plan to
continue to work with existing partners and sponsors and expand to new areas for a broader
reach to people not currently engaged in Refugee Week celebrations.

Expand resources
Information and fact sheets are one of the most used resources on the Refugee Week website.
We plan to further enhance and add more resources for use in a variety of settings including
educational settings. We will focus on easy-to-download digital materials.

Develop additional resources for national ambassadors
Raising awareness about the refugee experience and personal stories of people seeking asylum
is one of the main objectives of Refugee Week. We aim to provide national ambassadors with the
tools and resources for them to share their stories and ensure that they are supported
throughout the process. This includes providing additional time for one-on-one mentoring and
preparation for ambassadors. A social media kit will also be created for ambassadors to use.
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Increase promotion and marketing
To broaden the reach of Refugee Week celebrations, we will work to increase the promotion and
marketing reach of Refugee Week.

Boost social media strategies
Social media has proven to be a crucial vehicle in spreading the messaging and promoting
Refugee Week activities. We plan to further develop the social media plan to increase
engagements across major platforms.
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Refugee Week 2022 Online Feedback Survey
Each year, we conduct an evaluation of our work coordinating the annual Refugee Week
celebrations. The evaluation includes seeking feedback from staff, sponsors, and stakeholders
who celebrate Refugee Week.
This year we asked event organisers and participants to fill out an online survey to evaluate the
resources provided by RCOA and provide their suggestions for improvement. Also, we
conducted a phone survey as an additional source of feedback where we invited some RCOA
members, organisations, and individuals within refugee and asylum seeker communities, schools,
and businesses to share their experience of this year's Refugee Week and recommendations for
future Refugee Week direction.

92.28%

FOUND THE RESOURCES PROVIDED BY RCOA TO BE HELPFUL

80.95%

FOUND THE RESOURCES TO BE EASILY ACCESSIBLE

Participants and Event Organisers
Overall experience of Refugee Week 2022

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Okay

Not Good
0%
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Where participants/event organisers find and follow Refugee Week 2022 events

RCOA Website

RCOA social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn)

Other social media

Refugee Week Website

Sponsor Website
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Top 3 resources provided by RCOA that were used
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Refugee Week logo

Guide on getting publicity and media coverage

Refugee myths and facts factsheet

75%
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"The Refugee Week website was great, it was a good information source. The resources
available such as flyers and Canva templates were helpful. The messaging this year was
also great, we used these resources to gain ideas for planning our events."

"Refugee Week is a time to highlight support for refugees and recognise their
contributions to the community. It is a time for encouraging positive dialogue about
refugees and their experiences."

"The theme 'Healing' really resonated with our organisation and the work that we do. We
got inspiration from the resources provided and use them in our own materials such as
emails and invitations."

"The messaging in the posters was very good. Doing this evaluation and having
conversations with smaller groups is well appreciated."

"This is an amazing ongoing campaign slogan. It makes people feel included and
welcomed. Promotes a welcoming and inclusive community in Australia and making
refugees feel part of the society."

"The resources were easily accessible via the Refugee Council website."

"RCOA does an incredible job with Refugee Week and all they achieve. Having more
people on the ground as ambassadors would be incredible and having these people able
to come into functions and panels when Refugee Week is occurring, and beyond that
time frame, would be incredible."
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Conclusion and Future Refugee Week Celebrations
Refugee Week 2022 was deemed a great success as thousands come together across the
country to celebrate and thank refugees and people seeking asylum. The celebrations from
June 19 - 25 (and many more celebrations across the month of June) brought many people
together across every state and territory to recognise and raise awareness of the refugee
journey, their stories of success, and contributions.
The digital resources available on the Refugee Week website have been well-used by many
communities, organisations, and individuals and have been the central vehicles for spreading
this year's message of 'Healing'. In 2023, we are looking to expand and further improve these
resources building on the valuable feedback and recommendations provided by our partners,
supporters, and community members.
We look forward to working with our partners, build more connections, and establish new
partnerships, to showcase more of what is happening in Australia and around the world in
welcoming refugees and people seeking asylum.
A final thank you to everyone who participated and the healing that took place as a result.
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